The development of microstructure, texture, misorientation and grain boundary character during cyclic deformation of Nickel at elevated temperatures was investigated. At high numbers of cycles grain boundaries align with the maximum shear stress. Texture and microstructure change significantly and low CSL boundaries with (111) rotation axes emerge. The Schmid factor increases with progressing deformation but Sachs-and Taylor-type deformation modelling fail to predict the actual texture change. It is proposed to attribute the observed texture and microstructure development to an interaction of deformation mechanisms with grain boundary motion.
INTRODUCTION
It has long been known that grain boundaries are liable to migration when a polycrystalline material is subjected to cyclic deformation at elevated temperatures (Yavari, P., Langdon, T. G., 1983) . The phenomenon can easily be revealed by metallography, since each cycle of deformation is associated with a new position of the boundary. This is visible under the microscope due to grain boundary sliding perpendicular to the surface, which occurs concurrently with migration ( Figure 1 ). The migration is not distributed equally among all grain boundaries, rather some boundaries move fast while other boundaries apparently do not move at all. This situation, however, may change during prolonged cyclic deformation. The migration of the boundaries does not occur at random, rather the boundaries move such as to align under 45 with respect to the stress axis ( Figure 2 ). Such boundary orientation maximizes the shear stress on the boundaries and therefore, grain boundary sliding. This in particular in two-phase materials, promotes cavity formation and, therefore, premature failure of the material under cyclic loading (Figure 3 ).
The situation is more complex in materials with low stacking fault energy, where dynamic recrystallization is likely to occur at high cumulative strains even for very small strain amplitudes (as low as 0.2%). A variety of mechanisms for nucleation of dynamic recrystallization during high temperature low cycle fatigue have been demonstrated (Figure 4 ). In effect, dynamic recrystallization complicates the situation by introducing new grains and thus new grain boundaries into the system of grain boundaries, that undergo migration and alignment with regard to the stress axis.
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Figure 1 Grain boundary migration in AI due to cyclic deformation (Yavari, P., Langdon, T. G., 1983) . . Figure 4 Mechanisms of dynamic recrystallization (Chen, S., Gottstein, G., 1988 (SEM) . All measurements were conducted on a longitudinal section through the center of the cylindric specimen. The EBSP were evaluated semi-automatically by identification of four to seven zone axes in each pattern from which the orientation of the sample was calculated according to known algorithms (Engler, O., Gottstein, G., 1992 Figure 7 were calculated from the measured individual grain orientations by associating with each orientation a Gauss-type orientation scatter of 10 about the exact grain orientation. The grain size remained unconsidered. For the undeformed sample, the macrotexture generated this way, is composed of a strong component at (88 , 35 , 42) and its twin of first order, marked as T1 in Figure 7 , and a weak incomplete (111) The decrease of grain size with increasing number of cycles during the beginning of deformation has to be attributed to a break-up of the large grains into smaller subgrains due to the evolution of a dislocation microstructure. This is evident also from the MODF (Figure 9 ) which shows a strong increase of small angle boundaries during the initial cycles. These small angle boundaries are the cell-or sub-boundaries of the deformation structure. It is virtually impossible, however, to distinguish these boundaries after polishing and etching under the microscope from the large angle grain boundaries. Therefore, the corresponding subgrains are treated as separate entities in the MODF.
Texture
The crystallographic texture measured by X-ray pole figures or by computation from single grain orientations evidently changes during deformation. Roughly the texture change can be described as a transition from an incomplete (111) fibre texture to an incomplete (100) fibre texture after a large number of cycles. This is obvious from the inverse pole figure of the deformed samples (Figure lla) . The inverse pole figure is a sufficient texture representation for samples with cylindrical symmetry as in the current case of uniaxial tension and compression. (100) corner of the stereographic triangle or remain unchanged in the inverse pole figures (Figure 12 ). This would qualitatively conform with the observed reorientation of grains during deformation. Such an interpretation is further supported by the observation that at larger number of cycles the large grains were often found to be surrounded by relatively small grains, which are likely to be due to dynamic recrystallization. In fact, these smaller grains quite frequently reveal an orientation relationship of 60 (111) with regard to the large grains which they Figure 12 Change of orientation due to twinning.
"
We like to note that twinning can also occur by grain boundary dissociation during grain boundary migration, as has been reported for grain growth in Ni (Lim, L. C., Ray, R., 1984) . For simplicity, we subsume in this context the process of grain boundary dissociation under the phenomena of dynamic recrystallization.
surround. This hypothesis seems to be contradictory to the finding that the density of primary and secondary twins decreases with increasing number of cycles. However, the reduction of the twin population with progressing deformation substantiates that the grains rotate during deformation such that the exact twin relationship is lost. This applies also to twins generated during deformation, which consequently do not contribute to a strengthening of the 60 (111) misorientation components.
Grainboundaries
It has been proposed previously that the character of grain boundaries may be important for their ability to move during cyclic deformation. Raman But other mechanisms cannot be ruled out. An increasing amount of grain boundary sliding may contribute to the stabilization of the boundary position parallel to maximum shear stress. When the grain boundary approaches a position parallel to the maximum shear stress, its potential for grain boundary sliding increases, while the need for dislocation glide and dislocation storage is reduced. The conspicuous increase of the Schmid factor with progressing deformation gives evidence that the deformation process does play an important role in the evolution of texture and microstructure. An increasing Schmid factor corresponds to a decreasing amount of shear for a given strain increment. Grains with low Schmid factor will suffer larger shear and therefore will store a higher dislocation density than grains with larger Schmid factor. Accordingly, there is a driving force for grain boundary migration to consume grains with small Schmid factors. This tendency diminishes with increasing contribution of grain boundary sliding to the shear strain. Sliding is favoured most, when the grain boundaries are oriented parallel to the maximum shear stress. Therefore, the observed change of texture and microstructure may also be attributed to selective grain boundary motion owing to an anisotropy of driving force. Further detailed investigations on individual grain boundaries will be necessary to clarify this important issue.
CONCLUSIONS
The microstructure and microtexture evolution during cyclic deformation of Ni at elevated temperatures were investigated. The microtexture was determined by single grain orientation determination by means of EBSP in a SEM. The following results were obtained:
(1) The microstructure was observed to undergo changes by grain boundary migration, dynamic recrystallization and grain boundary reorientation with respect to the stress axis.
(2) The microstructural changes are accompanied by changes of the orientation distribution, which converts from an incomplete (111) 
